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INTRODUCTION
Many individual species of the Chrysomelidae, or leaf beetles,
h;>ve been studied, but a study concerned with leaf beetle populations
occurring in range lands here-to-fore has not been conducted. Many
species have invaded the natural prairie along with new plant species
which appeared because of range management or miasmanagement* The
main plants acting as chryuomelid hosts in the invaded prairies
are goldenrod ( Solidago ), sage (Artemisia ), ragweed (Ambrosia ), and
Aster * Other leaf beetles naturally occur in grasslands. These
grass inhabiting species do most of their feeding during the larva
stage, which is spent in the noil eating grass roots.
Tliis study records the seasonal occurrence of the species
collected over a two year period and provide a b sis for future
studies.
Collections for this study were taken weekly from three range
sites in each of, nine treatments. Under a separate project the
Department of Agronomy has made oounts of the plant species present
in each treatment and site.
URH OP LITERATURE
The literature concerning chrysomelids is chiefly taxonomic,
or concerned with the economic pests such as the corn rootworms. An
attempt to cite all the literature is impractical. The majority of
the literature reviewed concerns the occurrence of leaf beetles and
records of host plant preference. References to life history are
few; most chrysomelid species are considered to overwinter as adults.
Taxonomic works used to identify the species collected were
Fall (1915) t Wilcox (19^9), and Wilcox (195^). Other taxonomic
works were used to learn the range of each species. An outstanding
reference for this information was Horn (1889). Blatchley (1910)
and Wilcox (195*0 listed the Chrysomelidae known to occur in Indiana
and Ohio, respectively. The only extensive report on chrysomelids
in Kansas is that of Douglas (1929) » which also listed the known
host plants and seasonal occurrence for a few species. Other ref-
erences which gave host plant information were Woods (1924), Wickham
(1897), and Beutenmuller (1890),
Reports of insects collected by others in grasslands gave
comparative information for many of the speciesi Fautin (19^6),
Carpenter (1939) » and Walkden and Wilbur (19^).
Hendrickson (1929) reported the insect fauna of Iowa prairies
and noted the climax grass species where specimens were taken.
Smith (I9*t0a) investigated the effect of overgrazing and erosion
on the biota of mixed yrairies in Oklahoma. His study gave minor
comparision of nine species found during this study. Smith (19^0b)
studied plant succession at different stages of development from
abandoned eroded farmland to prairie climax stages, and reported
the presence of chrysomelids in relation to the stage of succession
of the plant fauna..
MATERIALS AND M3TH0DS
Area of Study
The area of study was aptly discussed by Arnett (1960)| and,
because the material for this study came from samples collected
during his study, that discussion will be used.
This study was made in the Donaldson Pastures located
approximately 5 miles northwest of Manhattan, Kansas, which
are representative of the Flint Hills area. The Flint Hills
constitute a major segment of the remaining true prairie which
once covered much of eastern Kansas. Its importance as a graz-
ing region has been discussed by Anderson (1953) • The vegetation
is classified as true prairie and is dominated by mid-grasses
such aB little bluestem, sideoats grama, and such tall grasses
as big bluestem, indiangrass, and switchgrass. Kentucky blue-
grass had invaded the entire area. Short grasses are more
abundant on the droughty, preclimax sites and on over-grazed
There are nine pastures in this study which are unuer a
series of utilization experiments by the Department of Agronomy
under the direction of Dr. Kling Anderson. Each pasture has
been mapped, and a series of range sites based on soil conditions,
slope, and populations of major forage species has been delin-
eated within each (Anderson and Fly, 1955).
Two sets of pasture experiments, one containing six pastures
and the other three, are included in this study. Six are used
in an intensity of grazing experiment and deferred grazing
experiment, and three in a time-of-burning experiment. The
range management practices being followed for each of the
pastures aret (l) Intensity of grazing
. In these experiments
season-long stocking rates are 3«75> 5»00, and 7«50 acres per
animal unit. This is considered to be heavy, moderate, and
light grazing, and hence will be referred to as "heavily grazed,
"
"moderately grazed," and "lightly grazed", respectively. (2)
Deferred-rotation grazing . This series of pastures were in a
deferred-rotation grazing experiment. Each pasture was stocked
at a moderate rate. Two of these pastures carry all the cattle
for the three pastures during May and June. On approximately
July 1, all animals would be shifted to the deferred pasture.
Toward fall, if the grass became short under this intensive
use, the gates would be opened to allow free access to all
three pastures. One pasture was deferred in 1951, 195^, and
1957 » and will be referred to as "pasture deferred in 1957."
A second pasture wae deferred in 19^9, 19!?2, 1955, and 1958,
and will be referred to as "pasture deferred in 1958. " The
third pasture of this series was deferred in 1950, 1955 » 1956,
and 1959, <<nd will be referred to as "pasture deferred in 1959«"
(3) Time of burning . The second series of pastures was in a
time-of-^ring-burning experiment* (Although spring burning
of pastures is usually burned in late March, one in mid-April,
and one in late April, the exact time depending on weather
conditions. ^1 These pastures will be referred to as "burned
early spring," "burned mid spring," and "burned late spring",
respectively* Each of these pastures was stocked season long
at a rate of five acres per animal unit, which was considered
a moderate rate of stocking,
Range sites within each of the nine pastures from which
collections were obtained have been described by Anderson and
Fly (1955) as follows; Ordinary upland-"having sufficient
depth of soil with medium or loamy texture and hence with
suitable soil-plant moisture relations to support the type
of vegetation th t is climax on the zonal soils of the regional
climate." Limestone breaks-"similar to the above, but occurring
on steeper slopeo and, therefore, subject to somewhat greater
loss of moisture by runoff and with less development (soil).
The vegetation, however, is like that of the above site in
its major features and may be considered climax in nature."
Clay upland sites-"lands having sufficient depth of soil but
with somewhat less infiltration, slower permeability, and a
smaller percentage of water available to plants than ordinary
uplands, hence supporting at best a somewhat preclimax vegetation."
Claypan sites-"lands having sufficient depth of soil, but with
even more restrictive water relations than the clay upland
site, thus supporting a preclimax vegetation."
Herbel and Anderson (1959) described the changes that
have taken place in the pastures in the intensity and deferred
grazing experiments. Under heavy stocking, there was a reduction
in some species of grasses (decreasers) and increase in other
species (increasers), hence a shift in plant populations. The
amount of mulch covering the ground was indicated to be less
in the overstocked pastures than on the deferred and lightly
stocked pastures. Less drastic differences in plant populations
were noted in the moderately stocked pasture, and still less
drastic population changes in the lightly stocked and deferred
pastures.
Herbel (195*0 noted some of the differences in the pastures
under the time of burning experiment. A greater percentage
of decreasers was found in the late burned pasture than in the
early and midepring burned pastures. In burned pasture, the
amount of mulch is less than in unburned pastures. Plant
density was found to be less on the early and midspring burned
pastures than on the late-spring burned pasture.
sic.
Sweep Net Method of Collecting
The sweep method as a means of sampling population densities
has been controversial for many years. Studies to determine validity
of this method have been many. Grey and Treloar (1935) checked the
accuracy of the sweep net for estimating the insect population in
an alfalfa field and attempted to determine minumim numbers of
sweeps required to obtain a valid sampling of the population* Beall
(1935) compared the sweep method with the cylinder method. The big
drawback of the cylinder method is time consumption reducing the
area that can be covered. It also fails to accurately collect active
insects such as chrysomelids.
DeLong (1932) fully discussed .the weaknesses of the sweep
method for insect survey. He concluded by saying, "the sweep
method is undoubtedly of value in securing quanitative data and
in determining the predominant and least prevalent species. ..."
The sweep method of collections was very adaptable to pasture
collections and the only economical feseable method for this study*
Chrysomelids are predominantly leaf feeders as adults* and nocturnal.
Therefore sweeping the plants with an insect net during the day
provided a reasonable sampling teohnique for this study.
Collecting Procedure
The material for this study was collected with a specially
constructed square rimmed net* with a one foot square opening.
Arnett (i960) discussed the time of collecting as follows
t
Collecting in 1958 began April 18 and continued until
October 29 | in 1959 it extended from May 8 until September 28.
Collecting at regular, weekly intervals was intended, but
because of wind or rain this was not alw ys possible. Collec-
tions were made between 10 a.m. and 2 p.m. Collections from
all treatments for a given week were made on the same day.
The collection for each range site consisted of 50 sweeps,
divided equally between two collectors in different locations in
each range site. Each sweep was taken at nine foot intervals with
care to sweep in all types of vegetation and all areas of each
range site*
Each net containing 25 sweeps was placed in a two-gallon cream
can containing cyanide. After five minutes, the contents were
removed from the nets and placed in quart plastic bags. Tags were
attached to the bags giving date, range site and pasture number.
Collections were stored in a freezer in the laboratory until
separation of the insects from debris could be made. Beetles of
the 1958 collection were plaoed in paper envelopes to dry and were
later stored. During 1959 beetles were dried in glasa vials, then
placed in one-half ounce, tin boxes for storage.
Early in i960 the writer began his study of the preserved
beetles. A series of specimens from the spring and summer of 195Q
and specimens from the 1959 collections were sorted out, pinned,
and labeled. These specimens were tentatively identified and were
sent to Dr. D. M. Weisman at the U. S. National Museum to have the
identifications checked.
The small, black species of the subfamily Alticinae or flea
beetles were excluded from this study. They require genitial dis-
section to be identified and would have been too time consuming.
Even if there had been time for dissection of each specimen—over
1,000—the females could not have been identified.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Tables 1, 2, 3, and k record occurrence in relation to pasture
management and range sites* This will greatly expedite future
studies on interrelationships* In addition, this information also
facilitates discussion of certain species occurrence in relation to
host plant counts*
Carpenter (1939) found the total insect population was higher
on burned prairie and in serai stages than on undistrubed prairies.
Smith (l9^0b) reported that overgrazing reduces the number of species
and the number of specimens of Coleoptera. The Chrysoaelidae in
particular showed a marked drop in species and specimens in over
grazed and eroded prairies in Oklahoma.
Considering all the specimens Identified (table 2) there were
no apparent differences between pastures with different types of
pasture management* Samples from the three pasture sites Bhow
some variation* Thirty-four percent of the beetles came from lime-
stone breaks, kQ percent from clay upland and 26 percent from
ordinary upland (table k)t
Tables 5 to 21 present seasonal occurrence and actual numbers
of specimens of each species taken on each collection date.
Tables One to Twenty-one
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Table 3. Species and numbers of Chrysomel idae found on three range sites *•
V limestone breaks (LB), clay upland (CU), and ordi nary upland (0U),
1
in the nine pastures during 1958, Hanhattan i Kansas.
Species LB CU OU TOTALS
Oiabrotica undecimpunctata howardl Barber 340 288 360 988
Pari a thoracica (Melsh.) 127 282 122 531
Pachybrachis spp. 209 75 120 404
Pachybrachis othonus (Say) 82 63 64 209
Pachybrachis autolycus Fall 115 24 15 154
Alt tea Foliaceae Lee. 42 51 57 150
Nodonota trSstls (01 iv.) 46 51 47 144
Galerucella notulata (Fab.) 41 49 28 118
Chrysodina globose (01 Iv.) 62 19 30 111
Oiabrotica atripennis (Say) 39 20 27 86
Saxinus oraogera Lee. 33 11 29 73
Galerucella americana (Fab.) 32 23 16 71
Systena hudsonias (Forst.) 40 4 21 65
Luperodes sp. 20 14 10 44
Zygosplla suturalis casta (Rogers) 8 14 22 44
Galerucella cribrata (Lee.) 14 24 4 42
Coscinoptera axillaris Lee. 29 1 1 31
a Coscinoptera domlnicana (Fab.) 12 3 7 22
Disonycha triangularis (Say) 8 7 5 20
Cryptocephalus venustus Fab. 5 5 8 18
- Bassareus Hturatus var. reeurvus (Say) 7 7 14
Haecolaspis flavida (Say) 4 1 7 12
Pachybrachis hepaticus (Melsh.) 8 1 9
Disonycha admirabllis Blatchley and 0. leptol i neat
a
texana Schffr. 5 1 2 8
Pachybrachis pubeseens (01 iv.) 7 7
Phyllecthris parallel us Horn 7 7
Oedionychis texanus Crotch 4 2 6
Haecolaspis favosa (Say) 3 2 5
Anisostena nigrlta (01 Iv.) 2 2 4
Graphops varians Lee. 1 3 4
Honoxia sp. 2 2 4
Oedionychis thyamoides Crotch 2 2 4
Lema sp. near coloradensis Line 11 1 2 3
Nodonota puncticollls (Say) 1 2 3
Phyl lobrotica decorata (Say) 3 3
Phyllecthris genttlis var. nigripennis i Lee. 3 3
Trlrhabda canadensis (Kirby)
Chrysolina auripennis (Say)
3 3
1 1 2
Graphops simplex Lee. 1 1 2
• Lema trillneata complex 2 2
Acalymma vittate (Fab) 1 1
Haecolaspis sp. prob. lata Schffr. 1 1
Trlrhabda boreal is var. indlgoptera Blake 1 1
Zygosplla disrupts (Rogers) 1 1
1 ,357 1,055 1 ,022 3,434
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Table h. Species and numbers of Chrysomel idae found on three range sites;
- limestone breaks (LB), clay upland (CU) , and ordl nary upland (0U) >
«
in the nine pastures during 1959. Manhattan , Kansas.
Spec i es LB CU 0U TOTALS
Galerucella not
u
lata (Fab.) 204 493 142 839
Pari a thoracica (Melsh.) 93 504 151 748
Zygospila suturalis casta (Rogers) 59 135 60 254
Chrysodina globosa (01 iv.) 47 41 32 120
Pachybrachis spp. 65 31 18 114
Oiabrotica undectmpunctata howardt (Barber) 19 31 53 103
Galerucella americana (Fab.) 19 59 24 102
Galerucella cribrata (Lee.) 29 40 8 77
Systena hudsonias (Forst.) 42 13 13 68
Luperodes sp. 30 22 14 66
Haecolaspis flavtda (Say)
Nodonota tristis (01 iv.)
17 20 20 57
29 8 6 43
Pachybrachis autolycus Fall 25 7 7 39
Disonycha admirablis Blatch. and 0. leptolineata
texana Schffr. 23 9 2 34
Saxinus omogera Lac. 10 12 9 31
Pachybrachis othonus (Say) 10 9 10 29
» Coscinoptera axillaris Lee. 16 5 5 26
Pachybrachis pubescens (Oil v.) 16 6 2 24
Cosctnoptera dominicana (Fab.) 15 6 2 23
" Altlca follaceae (Lee.) 16 3 3 22
Oiabrotica atripennis (Say) 9 6 7 22
Cryptocephalus venustus Fab. 2 12 6 20
Graphops simplex Lee. 5 3 10 18
Bassareus lituratus var. recurvus (Say) 4 9 3 16
Naeeolaspls favosa (Say) 3 4 8 15
Exema sp. 3 11 14
Oedionychls thyamoides Crotch 4 8 12
Phyllecthris gentilis var. nigripennis Lee. 3 5 4 12
Oedionychls texanus Crotch 7 2 2 11
Phyllecthris parallelus Horn 2 9 11
Pachybrachis hepaticus (Nelsh.) 5 1 6
Cryptocephalus sp. near confluens Say 1 3 1 5
Lema sp. near eoloradensls Lindell 2 2 4
Maecolaspis sp. prob. lata Schffr. 1 2 3
Nonoxia sp. 3 3
Myochrous squamosus Lee. 1 2 3
Zygospila disrupta Rogers 1 2 3
Anisostena nigrita (01 i v.) 1 1 2
Phyllobrotica decorata (Say) 1 1 2
Chlamisus sp. 1 1
Chrysolina aurlpennis (Say) 1 1
Oiabrotica longicornls (Say) 1 1
Graphops varlans Lee. 1 1
Lema trilineata complex 1 1
1J»
Table k. cone I,
Species LB CU OU TOTALS
Microrhopala cyanea (Say)
Nodonota puncticollis (Say)
Trirhabda boreal is var. Indfgoptera Blake
Trlrhabda canadensis (Kirby)
Total 1959
Total 1958 and 1959
Percent for each site
1
1
I
1
I 1
1
I
838 1,519 653 3,010
2,195 2,57* 1.675 6,W»
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Discussion of Individual Species
Seasonal occurrences are given in tables 5-21 along with the
date of each collection. Species are arranged in tables 5-21, and
in the following discussion in decending order of abundance.
Paria thoracica (Melsh.). This black chrysomelid was reported
by Wilcox (1957) as common throughout the eastern United States and
Canada with Arizona, Kansas, and Oklahoma represented as the western
limits by the specimens before him.
Vilcox (195*0 listed goldenrod ( SolidaA'Q «pp») as the common
host. To this host he added (1957) Aster spp., Amaranthus retroflexus ,
Fra^aria vir^;iniana , and Vitus. He suggested that the last three
were incidental hosts which were attacked after the destruction of
goldenrod or aster by the population which built up on these two
primary hosts.
The first specimens were collected May 23, and the last Sep-
tember 11. The population increased during the last week in May,
reached its peak in mid-June, and rapidly fell off early in July,
and then faded out by mid-August (table 5)* The seasonal distribution
suggests a one year life cycle. Eggs are probably laid on the host
plants in June; thus the larvae reach maturity before the leaves of
the plants begin to dry.
Goldenrod appears in the spring and provides food for the adults,
while its roots supply food for the larvae. The adults emerge in
the fall in time to find a place to overwinter. At this time of
year the goldenrod is dry so the adults probably do not feed before
hibernating.
..
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Of the 1,279 adults, 62 per cent came from the clay upland
sites, 21 per cent from ordinary upland sites, and 17 per cent
from limestone breaks. The 62 per cent from the clay upland coincides
with the 60 per cent of the SolidaAO counts in 1959 and 1959 from
the clay upland areas (tables 3 and k)
,
Diabrotica undecimpunc tata howardi Barber. The spotted cucumber
beetle, according to Arant (1929) is found in practically all parts
of the United States east of the Rocky Mountains, in southern Canada»
and in Mexico. In Kansas it is an important agricultural pest as
well as in southern United States.
Arant (1929) states that adults may be found upon most species
of field and garden plants. This black spotted beetle feeas primarily
upon the pollen, petals, and essential flower organs of many flowering
plants. Also, they have been observed feeding upon leaves or tender
stems of many plants of which the list runs into the hundreds.
Carpenter (19^0) and Smith (1940b) list D. undecimpunctata howardi
as wide spread in prairies. Smith found the adults more numerous
as the prairie approached the climax stage. The white larvae which
live on the roots of grasses are also a very important corn insect
in the United States.
Sweetman (1926) reports one generation per year in Iowa, and
Arant (1929) three generations per year in Alabama. The data in
table 5 suggest one generation per year in Kansas. The adults over-
winter and have been observed moving about in January. Eggs are
laid early in the spring and apparently the larvae do not mature
until August, with the peak occurring during September (table 5).
3<f
Galerucelli notulata (Fab.)* Horn (1693, listed the entire
region east of the Kocky Mountains from Canada south into Mexico as
the area inhabited by this dull, brown species. Wickham (1097 and
1902) reported specimens from Canada and Colorado, and Douglas (1929)
reported several specimens from Kansas,
v
.oods (192^) lifted Ambrosia artiaesiaefolia L. as the host;
Wilcox (195^) and Smith (19^0b) mentioned ragweed without mention-
ing the species. Smith (l9^0b) found the occurrence of G. notulata
in eroded farmland sub-climax stages, to correlate with the distri-
bution of ragweeds. Smith (I9^0a) did not find this species in
climax prairies, which probably correlates with the absence of rag-
weed. Ambrosia psiloatachya counts were made in the area studied
and will be referred to as the host in the following discussion.
This specie:- responded to the build up of Ambrosia in 195t> and
became abundant the following year. For the two years 1958-1959*
Ambrosia constituted 61. 5 per cent in 1958| and 38*5 per cent in
1959« The same trend was found when the 1957-1958 counts were compared.
In 1957 » 37 • 5 per cent of the two year total of Ambrosia occurred
conpared to 62.5 per cent during 1958. The large per cent of C.
notulata collected in 1959 were no doubt a result of the abundance
of host plants available to the larvae in 1958 (tables 3 and 4).
The clay upland sites supplied 59 per cent of the collections
in 1959« The same sites in 1958 contained ^5 per cent of the Ambrosia
counts (tables 3 and 4).
Blatchley (1910) gave May 25 to July 25 as the time of occur-
rence in Indiana. The material collected for this study appeared
May 15 to October 29 with one peak, June 1, and an even distribution
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for the rest of the summer (table 5)«
Mutchler and Weiss (1926) reports G. notulata had two generations
per year in Hew Jersey, and they found adults hibernating beneath
logs and mullein leares in sandy locations. The number of generations
per year in Kansas is apparently two or more.
Pachybrachis spp. More than five species are included in this
group. This group of small, robust, cylindrical beetles contains
three distinct groups of color patterns, plus many more indistinctly
colored individuals. No attempt to determine the species of this
group was made for it requires removal of the aedageus of each male.
This procedure was beyond the scope of this study, and even if
time had been available, females could not have been identified.
Smith (1940b) referred to the larvae of this ^roup as root
feeders. He found Pachybrachis common in near climax prairie in
his study of succession of abandoned farmland in Oklahoma. Schwitzfeebel
and Wilbur (19^2) observed fifteen specimens of Pacuybrachis spp.
on Yernonia interior near Manhattan, Kansas from May to August. Pall
(1915) referred to the western species of Pachybrachis as not feeding
on any definite food plant. The larvae being aac-beares, plus feeding
on plant parts other than the foliage, makes them difficult to find.
Distribution of this group was quite stricking. Limestone breaks
supplied 66 per cent of the 1959 collection and 52 per cent in 1958,
The lightly grazed pasture produced 66 per cent of the total collec-
tions and the moderately grazed pasture 27 per cent leaving only 7
per cent for the other seven pastures. An interesting interrelation-
ship with plants present is indicated, (tables 1, 2, 3, and *f).
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frygosplla suturalis cauta (Rogers). This brown and yellow
striped beetle is common throughout Illinois and occurs in the
western and wouthern states (Blatchley, 1910). Hendrickson (1929)
took this species at Stanhope, Iowa, Douglas (1929) reported it in
Kansas, and Posell (19)2) reported it throughout Nebraska with a
peak during June and July*
The following discussion will be taken from references to Z,
suturalis without specifying the variety casta * Blatchley reported
Z. suturalis in Indiana from April to December on ragweed. Edwards
(19^9) reported finding specimens on ragweed in the spring and on
goldenrod flowers in the fall, Schwitzgebel and Wilbur (19^2)
observed or collected six specimens of Z, suturalis on iron weed,
( Vernonia interior ) near Manhattan, Kansas during July.
Z, suturaliB var. casta was collected May 15 to October 15
•
A number of specimens were collected in raid-June which were probably
the adults that lived through the previous winter. The peak number
of adults occurring in the last week of July through August, were
probably the representatives of the generation for that year. If so
this variety has one generation per year in this area (table 8),
The predominance of this variety in the clay upland aites in
1959 is parallel with the predominance of Ambrosia and Soli da; ;o in
the same area (t-ble *f).
Pachybrachis othonus (Say). Fall (1915) reported this species
as common in Kansas, and occurs throughout Canada and the entire
United States,
This small callow and black species is a general feeder as
indicated by reports in the literature. Wilcox (195^-) reported ash
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and elm, Fall (1915) Fraxinus americanus and Carlx sp., and Hendrickson
(1928) reported its presence in most grass communities in Iowa.
Blatchley (1910) and Fall noted June to July for the occurrence
of adults of P. othonuB from Indiana to New York. The Kansas State
University specimens of Pj, othonus are dated May 25 through July.
During 1958, specimens of this study were collected from May 16 to
August 11 (table 8).
This beetle apparently spends a long time as larvae or in
hibernation as the adults disappear in mid-summer and do not reappear
in abundance until late May or early June. The population peak
occurred in early Jund and decreased in late July. The three soil
types were equally productive in 1959 for this species but clay
upland produced 53 per cent of the individuals in 1958 (tables J
and *f). This may havo been due to the larger per cent of herbage
plants in the clay upland sites compared to the other range sites,
but this species has not been recorded as host specific.
Chrysodina Klobosa (Oliv. ). Horn (1892) reported this small,
round, dark beetle as common in the liddle states, west to Colorado
and Arizona. Douglas (1929) listed six specimens in Kansas collections,
none of which are to be found in the Kansas State University collec-
tion. Wilcox (195*0 stated that this species is found in southern
Ohio.
No reference to host preference of this species oould be found
in the literature.
The absence of this species in the burned pastures indicates
burned areas are not a suitable habitat for this insect. It appears
to prefer the pastures that had deferred grazing for some unknown
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reason. It is possible that the pastures with deferred grazing
oontain vigorous early spring plants for this early spring species
to feed on. Pastures that are grazed in the spring may lack the
desired host plants (tables 1 and 2).
The first specimens were taken on May 5« The peak population
occurred in mid-May and the last specimens were collected June 20
except for two collected on August 11 and 18 which, were probably
adults emerging to hunt overwintering cuarters (table 7)»
Pachybrachis autolycus Fall. This yellow and black striped,
robust beetle was described by Fall (1915) from specimens, several
of which were from Kansas. Wilcox (195*0 states that this species
should be found in Ohio but he had no specimens or records.
Smith (l9^0b) states that adults have no host preference and
that larvae are all root feeders. Smith (l9^0a) found this species
less prevalent in overgrazed, eroded pastures than in grazed pastures.
Fall listed June 12 to July as the time of occurrence for adults
of this species. May 16 was the first date of collection and July 29
the last date recorded during this study. The peak was during June
and the collections rapidly decreased early in July. The absence
of the adults from August first to mid-May indicates a one year
life cycle (table 7).
The abundance of adults in the Limestone breaks and small num-
bers collected on the other range sit,s indicates there may have
been a preferred host in that area (tables 3 and 4).
Nodonata tristis (Oliv.). Horn (1892) reported this shiny,
green beetle as inhabiting the middle states including Kansas, south-
ward to North Carolina. Wickham (1902) recorded it from Colorado.
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Blatchley (1910 ) stated that it loves on various herbs and
shrubs, and Horn (1892) reported it living on upland weeds, Lespediza
.
and Ceanothus. Hendriokson (1929) listed this species as being
common in Iowa at Andropo,-;on scopariua -Bouteloua curtipendula climax
sites.
This species appears to have one generation per year since
no adults were collected before June 2 or after July 22. This agrees
with Henderson's collection dates in Iowa which were June 23 to
July 26. The peak population (table '( ) was during the last three
weeks of June with only twelve specimens collected in July. Adults
of this species probably live a short time (table 7),
Galerucella americana (Fab,). This brown beetle Horn (1893)
covers the entire region east of the Rocky Mountains and the ilio
Grande, and extends from Canada to the Gulf. Wickham (1897, 1902)
records it also in Canada and Colorado, respectively. Douglas (1929)
r cords this species from four counties in Kansas during July.
Woods (192*0 stated that there is no known host of this species.
Judging from its even distribution it is a general feeder or feeds
on an abundant plant which occurs in all the blues tern pasture sitae
in this study.
Hend^ickson (1929) reported that this species occurred in Iowa
from June 30 to August 9 in 1928. During this stud., the earliest
specimens collected were May 5 and the latest October 22. This
indicates the winter was spent as adults. Two small peaks appeared,
one in June and the other in August with a near absence of adults in
July. The occurrence of adults in this seasonal distribution suggests
*fO
two generations a year in Kansas, or an extended hibernation period
(table 6).
Altica foliaceae Lee. This blue, or green beetle was reported
by Douglas (1929) from ten counties located throughout Kansas. Other
records are Wilcox (195*0 Ohio, Wickhaa (1902) Colorado, Centner
(1926) Canada, and Folsora (1936) Arizona, Nev~ Mexico and Louisiana.
Wilcox and Gentner recorded primrose ( Oenothera ) and evening primrose
(0. biennis ) . respectively, as host plants while Beutenmuller (1890);
Folsomj .iuaintance, and Siegler (195?) list apple trees as a preferred
host. Quaintance and Siegler call it the apple flea-beetle but this
name does not appear in the list of common namss of insects (Laffoon
i960). Smith (l9*K)b) reported this species occurs chiefly in climax
prairie in Oklahoma. Wickham lists Cururbita perennis as another
host.
Three 3pecies of Oenothera were present in the area studied*
0. missouriensis . 0. sei-rulata . and 0. specio^a ; also present was
Cururbita foetidi3-:-ima . In this study it was impossible to determine
which, if any, of these is the preferred host.
Douglas gave May-September as the time of occurrence in Kansas.
During this study it occurred from May 15 to October 8 with a peak
during July, and only a very few specimens recorded after the middle
of August (table 6).
This species probably has a similar life history to the grape
flea beetle A. chalybea . Metcalf, Flint, and Metcalf (1951) stated
that A. chalybea passes the winter as adults which emerge early in
the spring. They feed on thw new grape leaves, and the females
oviposit on the grape canes. The larvae feed, then pupate to adults
te
in late July and August. The adults feed until the approach of cold
weather when they seek sheltered places for hibernation,
Systena hudsoniss (Forst.). This flat, black flea beetle,
eccording to Horn (1809) is found throughout the entire region east
of the Rocky Mountains. Other records are Wickham (1902) Colorado,
Blatchley '(1910) Indiana, Forbes (1905) Illinois, and Dowlas (1929)
reports Kansas,
Blatchley listed greater ragweed ( Ambrosia trifida ), elder
(Sambucus), and other weeds as hostB while Forbes added dock and
stated that this species can be found on ft large number of plants,
Ketcalf, Flint, find Metcalf (1951) called S. hudsonias the smart-
weed flea beetle.
This species was collected from May 15 to August 4 with the
peak during the first two weeks of June, It appears to have one
generation per year in Kansas (table 6),
Gaierueella orlbrota (Lee,). Mutchler and W iss (1926) reported
this eastern 3pecies in Hew Jersey, Wood (I92*f) Maine, Wilcox (195*0
Ohio, and Hendriokson (1929) Iowa,
Mutchler and Weiss stated that G. cavicollis ind G. cribrata
attack cherry and peach leaves on the under surface. They also
reported observing the larvae eating Prunus pennsylvanica, Wilcox
listed goldenrod as the host plant and Woods, Solidago nemoralis
and S, juncea as being fed on in the field after he ran feeding
trials with specimens of the genus Galerucella , In this study the
specimens collected were predominately from Solidaf.o populated areas,
Hendrickson collected this flat, brown colored beetle in Iowa,
from June 30 to August 20, During this study the first specimens
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were collected May 8 and the latest October 15, and the peak occurred
during mid-June with specimens evenly collected until October (table
9).
This species has one generation per year (Woods, 1924). One
generation a year was indicated during this study by the early peak,
and then a slight increase in August and September* The peak in late
summer represents the adults which hibernate during the winter
(table 9).
Luperodes sp. This oblong, small-siaed yellow beetle probably
feeds on flower petals. This statement is made in light of the fact
that other species of this genus feed on flowers and the group of
pecimens collected resemble yellow flower petals. Three species
of Luperodes Douglas (1929) occur in Kansas and Wickham (1902) reported
seven species from Colorado. V«'ickham (1897) observed Luperodes
meraca feeding on flowers of wild rose and on witch hazel in Ontario
and Quebec, Canada.
The species occurred from August 2k to October 15 and was most
abundant during mid-September (table 9)» This coincides with the
presence of wild flowere. Although larvae were not observed,
Luperodes sp. larvae probably are root feeders as are many other
members of this tribe, such as the corn roatworm larvae. Assuming
the larvae are root feeders, and that this species has one gener-
ation per year, the eggs must be laid very early in the spring by
the overwintering adults, or they are laid in the fall. The former
seems most logical as adults of other species of this genus become
active during warm periods of the winter and disappear in the
summer.
<*5
Diabrotica atripennis (Say). Blatchley (1910) stated that
it occurred from Massachusetts to Kansas and Dakota but was not found
in Indiana at that time. Wickham (1902) listed D. atripennis in
Colorado, and Hendrickson (1929) observed it feeding on Polygonum
aaphibium leaves near Ames, Iowa from July 22 to August 9, Douglas
(1929) records this species in Kansas from corn, radish, and Amorpha
fruticasa.
During this study, this black species was collected from May 25
to July 28 with the peak from mid-June to mid-July (table 9).
Saxinus omogera Lac. This small, black beetle with a red spot
on each elytra is found (Horn, 1892) from New Jersey to Georgia,
Tennessee, and Texas. Blatchley (1910) reported specimens from
southern Indiana, Wickham (1902) from five locations in Colorado,
and Douglas (1929) from seven counties in Kansas.
Blatchley reported collections of S. omogera from roadside
foliage in Indiana and no other indications of host were found in
the literature. Tilden (19^9) reared S. saucia from ant nests.
Other chrysomelid larvae that live with ants eat dried leaves. »
Possibly £. saucia and other species of Saxinus eat dry forage as
do Coscinoptera larvae. Smith (19^+Oa) reported that S. omogera
occurs in pre-climax prairies in Oklahoma but was not present in
climax prairies.
Douglas reported May and June in Kansas; and Blatchley reported
May 17 to July 21, as the periods of adult occurrence in Indiana.
During this study, May 16 was the earliest date of collection and
July Ik was the latest. The peak in the population occurred during
the first three weeks of June (table 10 ).
HlAaecolaspis flavida (Say). Say (182*0, when he described this
species, gave its distribution as the United Utiles.
The larvae of the coo .on grape colaspis (Blatchley, 1910) are
root feeders while the adults are leaf feeders. Decker (19^8) re-
ported adults of this species feeding on corn and the larvae causing
damage to corn roots.
Adults were collected June 2 to August 11 during this study
with a peak during the last two weeks of June and the first week of
July. This species was probably a general feeder as it was found
relatively evenly distributed in all pastures and pasture sites
(tables 1, 2, 3, *t, and 10).
Coscinoptera axillaris Lee, This hairy, black beetle which
has a red dot on each elytra was reported by Horn (1892) to be present
from Colorado to Texas and east; Wickham (1902) listed six locations
in Colorado. Douglas did not list this species from Kansas, even-
though the Kansas State University collection contains a number of
Kansas specimens which were collected before that date.
Hendrickson found one specimen in Bouteloua curtipendula asso-
ciation prairie at Andropo^on seoporius location near Sioux City,
Iowa*
The earlist specimens were oollectcd May 15 and the latest
August 3 during this study (table 10).
Coscinoptera dominicana (Fab.). This black beetle with white
fuzz is widely distributed from New England to the Dakotas and has
been found in Arizona, Texas and Mexico (Horn, I892). Other records
include Blatchley (1915), Indiana; Wickham (1902), Colorado; Wilcox
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(195M » Ohio; and Douglas (192?), Kansas.
L.- me have been observed (Hile,y, 187^ and Wilckham, 1898)
living in ant nests, Wickhara took larvae from the nest of Formica
obscuripeB at Iowa City, Iowa. Riley stated that young larvae live
on dead and decaying leaven found in the ant nest. Ant nests were
not comnon in the vicinity of the present study.
Beutenmuller (1890), Wickham (1902), and Wilcox (195M list
several woody plants such as honey locust, sour gum, and oak as
host for this species, which did not occur in the collection area.
Douglas (1929) listed wild grape and sumac ( Rhus glabra ) which occurs
in the areas studied.
This early Bpring species probably emerges as soon as its host
plants leaf out. The earliest adults were Aaken May 8 and the latest
July 1, Limestone breaks supplied more specimens than the other
two soil types. That area also supports the heaviest sumac population
(tables 3t ^» and 11).
Disonycha admirabilis Blatch. and D. leptolineata texana Schffr.
These species were not separated in this study do to minute morph-
ological differences. Probably only D. admirabilis was present
according to originally keyed specimens. The material identified by
Dr. D. H. Weisman indicated most of the specimens were D. admirabilis .
Both species are medium sized, jumping beetles which are yellow with
three black stripes down their elytra.
Wilcox (195M reports B. admirabilis in Ohio feeds on Cossia sp.
and Polygonum sp.
Cryptoce^halus venustus Fab. The following locations have been
reported for this widely distributed species I Colorado (..ickham, 1902),
Jf6
Indiana (Blat.chley, 1910), Iowa (Hendrickson, 1929) » Maine (Phippa,
1930), Ohio (Wilcox, 195*0, and Kansas (Douglas, 1929).
This robust, yellow beetle with two broken black lines on
each wing is a general feeder and is reported by Wilcox as being
common in meadows. Blatchley listed white top timothy and iron weed
as host plants, Phipps added blueberries (Vaccinium ) to the list,
and Wickbam reported Artemisia drocunculoides as a host*
Douglas gave June to August for the occurrence in Kansas.
This study includes specimens collected from June 17 to August 2k
(table 11).
Pachybrachis pubescens (Oliv.). This species occurs from the
Atlantic Coast west to Ohio (Pall, 1915). Wickham (1902) recorded
eight locations from Colorado, Wilcox (195*0 reported it in Ohio,
and Frost (19^7) reported it at Natch, Massachusetts,
This hairy and black species is normally a tree feeder. Frost
collected one specimen on red oak, and Wickham reported willow leaves
as one of its foods in Colorado. This species must feed on plants
other than trees as it was collected in open areas away from trees,
and it is doubtful if it migrates to the collecting areas for moat
Pachybrachis species are poor fliers.
Wilcox noted May and June as the time of occurrence in Ohio.
Specimens in this study were collected from May 8 to July 1. The
earliness of occurrence suggests that this species spends the winter
in a semi-hibernation state as do the rootworm chrysomelids. It
also appears to have only one gener tion per year in Kansas (table 12).
Adults occur predominately in Limestone breaks which may be a
key to the location of a specific host plant (t bles j5 and *f).
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Best- 1 reus liturfc-tuo rar. recurvus (Sey). This dark colored
species with a jellow ring around the elytra and thorax was reported
in Kansas by Douglas (192?) , and in Indiana by Bit tchley (1910).
Blatchley collected from May 12 to August 2 along roadsides
and on hickory in Indiana. Adults were collected during this study
from May 15 to July 1. It was well distributed as it occurred
evenly in all three pasture sites and in all nine pastures (tables
1, 2, 5, k, and 12).
Grnphops sisiplex Lee. LeConte (1884) reported this species
from Texas. Douglas (1929) did not report it in Kansas and it
is not present in the Kansas State University Collection.
This shiny blue or green species was collected from May 15 to
September 28, This distribution indicates that adults overwinter
and emerge early in the spring to start the new generation (table 12).
Ilaocolaspis favosa Say, This species was reported by Horn (1892)
as occurring in Kansas, North Carolina, Florida, and the Dakotas,
Douglas (1929) reported it from ten counties in Kansas. He also
stated, "this dull blue or green species was collected on apple leaves
and was common at Clay Center, Kansas on Psoralea ar t ;oph.ylla ." Other
host plants were corn in Nebraska (Swenk, 1910); A z alt as in Arkansas
(English and Turnipseed, 19^0); and numerous adults on Spartina and
Polygonum amphibjura near Amana, Iowa (Hendrickson, 1929). This
species has been called the clover white grub because the larvae
live in the soil on roots.
Hendrickson reported the earliest specimens in Iowa were collected
June 25 and the latest August 26 during his studies. Douglas gave
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June and July as dates of occurrence in Kansas. This study recorded
only a few adults from June 9 to Jul,, Ik (table 12 )»
Diuonycha trial:, .uli.ris (Say). Horn (1869) reported its occurrence
in the entire region eaut of the Rocky Mountains in the United States
and Canada. It is closely related to the spinach flea beetle which
it resembles yery closely. The main differing character is the three
black spots on the yellow prothorax of D. triangularis which are
absent on D. xanthomelas . Both species have dark, bluish-black elytra*
Blatchley (1910) listed beets, spinach, Cheno podium , and herbs
as host plants} Wilcox (195*0 added to this list Aiaar,a:Ux^a . Walkden
and Wilbur (19^) reported one specimen from broiaec.rass pasture and
one from a new stand of alfalfa captured in a burlap trap in Kansas.
D. triangularis nc doubt has a life cycle similar to that of
2. xanthomelas which will be discussed as it appears in Ketcalf
,
Flint, and Metcalf (1951), The adul ta overwinter and lay eggs on
plants close to the soil surface in April and May. The larvae feed
on the underside of the leaves from two to four weeks. They remain
in the ground as pupae for ten days. After emerging the adults lay
egto8 which hatch and mature into the adults which overwinter.
The specimens in 1956 in this study appeared June 3 until July 7,
ti^en one specimen was collected September lo. This last specimen was
no doubt one of the second generation adults which normally would
have overwintered io start the new population for the ne^t year
(table 1>).
Phyllecthris parallelas Horn. This narrow bodied beetle has
blue elytra with a yellow stripe down the middle, extending to the
prothorax. Horn (1893) recorded this species from Texas but stated
^that its distribution was unknown.
Other species of this genus feed on clover so possibly this
species feeds on legume plants also.
The earliest specimens were collected June 17 and the latest
August 17. The adults were collected predominately from clay upland
sites (tables 3, 4, and 13).
Oedionychis texanus Crotch. Horn (I809) and Blake (1927) re-
ported 0. texanus as occurring in Texas, It is medium sized and has
a yellow base with two wide dark stripes on each elytron with a
narrow one down the middle.
It was evenly distributed from May 25 to September 18 during
this study (table 1*0
.
Oedionychis thyamoides Crotch* This species is generally dis-
tributed in the mid-United States. It resembles 0. texanus but has
a black background with a broad yellow band around the edge of the
elytra. Blake (1927) listed specimens from Colorado, Kansas, Iowa,
Tennessee, Ohio, Maryland, Louisiana, Mississippi, and Texas when
she revised the genus Oedionychis
.
Hosts of 0. thyauioide8 were ~iven by Blake as Teucrium canadense,
while Douglas (1929) reported this species from grass; Wilcox (195^)
mentioned mint? and Hendrickson (1929) observed it feeding on Silphium
laciniatum near Ames, Iowa.
Adults were collected May 16 to September 28 with only two of
the 16 specimens collected from the clay upland sites (tables 3, ^t,
and lk) %
Pachybrachis hepaticus (Melsh). Thia small, olive colored
beetle according to Wilcox (195*0 occurs in Ohio. Douglas (1929)
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recorded it in eight Kansas counties, and Fall (1915) stated that
it is common in the United States and Southern Canada, Wickham
(1902) listed this species at four locations in Colorado and in-
dicated it is probably a general feeder.
The fourteen specimens found during this study wer*.., with the
exception of two, collected in clay upland sites. This suggests a
specific host of which there are no records. Specimens were taken
from June 3 to September 11, indicating that this species has one
generation per year in Kansas (tables 3, k, and l^f ) •
Phyllectris aentilis var. ni^ripennis Lee. This sruall narrow
beetle was reported by Horn (1893) from Pennsylvania westward to
Kansas, Dakota, and Montana, and south to Georgia and Texas. Douglas
(1929) also listed this variety in Kansas.
Horn stated that Dr, Hamilton took P*
_g. ni^ripennis on Babinia
pseudacacia . It is doubtful that this is the only host, for this
species of plant is not listed as occurring in the area where the
samples were taken during this study.
This variety was taken from May 5 to June 17 which indicates
the adults emerge and ovipost early in the spring (table 15).
Exema sp. This is an interesting group of case bearing beetles
(Pierce, 19^0). The larvae (Brown, 19^3) are found on plants of the
Compositae family and have been reported on Compositae only. He
listed Solida^o, Artemisia californica , and Hymenoclea monokyra as
common hosts of the genus Kxema . Pierce stated that E. inyoensis
occurs on sage (Artemisia tridentata ) , and Beutenmuller (ld90) found E*
fibber and E, conspersa on narrow leaf aater.
Jenks (19^0) described the stages of fissaat .ienksi with several
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fine pictures. He showed the eggs placed on trie plants, suspended
by short stalks. When secured the eggs are covered with a protective
covering of excreta. The larvae upon hatching, pull the protective
case loose from the atem and pull it after them when they move.
They add to the case as they grow. The open end is glued to a solid
limb before pupation. The adults emerge looking exactly like the
dropping of a Lepidopterous larvae. Pierce reported that adults of
E. jenksi are active the year around in Los Angeles County on Artemisia
californica . During this study, adults were collected from June 9 to
September 15 (table 15 )• They apparently have one generation per year.
Lema sp. near coloradensis Linell. This brilliant blue beetle
is very similar to L. coloradensis and was keyed out by the author
as that species. L. coloradensis was reported from Colorado by
Wiokham (1902) but is absent from the list of Kansas Chrysomelidae
(Douglas, 1929), from the Kansas State University collection, and
from the Snow collection at the University of Kansas.
Specimens were collected May 9 to August 3 (table 15)
•
Monoxla sp. Specimens similar to the one collected during this
study were among material observed by Doris Blake (1927) of the
United States National Museum when she discribed several nev; species,
but left some material as Monoxia sp. Wickham (1902) recorded four
species of Monoxia in Colorado and Fautin (19^6) reported that Monoxia
sp. was the most prevalent chrysomelid on the shrub layer of plants
in the desert he studied in western Utah. He listed several shrubs
which were present in an area where few other plants were growing.
The plants he listed as being present were Tetradyaia , shadscale,
Indian rice grass, gelleta grass, rabbit brush, bud sage, prickly
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pear, and big sage brush.
Specimens collected from June J to August k totaled seven.
The three collected in 1959 were all collected the same date from
the same location (tables 2, b , and 16).
Anisostena nigrita (Oliv,). This elongate, black beetle with
ridged elytra was reported by Douglas (1929) as being common from
July to August in five Kansas counties, including Riley County.
A, bicolor (Call, 1930) is a leaf miner on leaves of Trips acum
dactyloides in Kansas. Maulik (1932) reported A. fasciata on grass.
A» nigrita n*8^ have been feeding on T. dactyloides as it was
present in the sampling area. Six specimens were collected from
May 15 to August 17 during both years of this study (table 16).
Cryptocephalus sp. near confluens Say. This yellow robust
beetle with black stripes on the elytra and a brilliant orange pro-
thorax was very sparcely taken. Five specimens were taken on the
following dates i May 25 , June 2, and June 17 during 1959 t from five
different pastures. All three soil sites were represented (tables
1, 2, 3, 4, and 16).
Til den (19^9) took C. confluens from leaves of Baccharis
pilularus .
Graphopa variana Lee. LeConte (1884) reported it from Texas
north to Kansas and Illinois. Wickham (1902) added Colorado, and
Douglas (1929) reported thirteen specimens from Kansas, Smith (1940a)
found G. yari.ins more common in undistrubed prairie than in over-
grazed or grazed prairie in Oklahoma. Hendrickson (1929) found this
species common in Andropofton scoparius -Bouteloua curtipendula grass
assocations in Iowa from July 7 to August 6. Specimens in this
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study were taken July 22 to October 1 from various locations (table
17).
Phyllobrotica decorata (Say). Horn (1893) reported it from
Lake Superior through Illinois to Colorado. Wickham (1897) recorded
it in southern Canada and (1902) in Colorado during June and July.
Douglas (1929) reported specimens collected fcy Popenoe in Kansas
during July by sweeping grass. Blatchley (1910) collected this
beetle on the edge of marshes during June and July in Indiana.
The five specimens in this 3tudy were collected May 25, June 2,
and June 3* Pour came from Limestone breaks and one from clay upland
sites (tables 3» k t and 17).
Maecolaspis sp. prob. lata Schffr. This species was collected
July 20 and September 1« The spotty collections may have been due to
only occassional sampling of the host plants.
Pour specimens were collected July 20 and September 23 (table 17).
Trirhabda canadensis (Kirby). Horn (1893) reported that the
goldenrod beetle is one of the most widely spread chrysomelids.
It covers the entire United States and most of Canada. This relatively
large chrysomelid has two dull, yellow stripes down its back.
Blatchley (1910), Wilcox (19^), Wickham (1902), and Balduf (1929J
all reported goldenrod ( Solidap;o ) as the host plant. Morrill (1915)
reported it as destroying sage ( Artemisia sp.) in Arizona, but Balduf
stated that this host is incidental.
Balduf stated that this species has one generation a year. It
lays eggs in soil and on dried leaves close to the food plants
( Solidaft-o ). The eggs hatch in the spring and the larvae feed on the
tender goldenrod leaves.
5t
Specimens were taken June 23 to Augu. t *f, each one from a different
pasture (tables 1, 2, and 18)4
Nodonota puncticollis (Say). According to Horn (I892) this
upland species occurs from Pennsylvania to Montana and southward to
North Carolina. Other reports were Wickham (1902) Colorado, Blatchley
(1910) Indiana, Douglas (1929) Kansas, Hendrickson (1929) Iowa, and
Wilcox (195*0 Ohio.
This speci' s primarily lives on rose but may be found on various
other herbs from May 28 to July k in Ohio (Wilcox). Hendrickson
recorded Amorpha canescens as supporting numerous specimens which he
called the rose leaf beetle. Other host references include wide rose
or rose without listing a specific host.
Pour specimens were recorded during this study, three during
June and one August 18 (table 18).
Zygospila disrupts (Rogers). As the species name implies, it
has broken black stripes on the yellow elytra and was referred to by
Smith (19^0b) as feeding on sunflower and other composites in Oklahoma.
The genus Zygospila (Blatchley, 1910) is distributed over the south-
western United States and Z, disrupts probably follows this pattern,
Posell (1932) reported its occurrence in south and southwestern
Nebraska, feeding on alfalfa (Medicago sativa).
The larvae are root feeders on plants in the family Corapositae,
and Smith reported adults of Z. disrupta feeding on sunflower. He
also reported that this species occurred in overgrazed pastures but
not in Oklahoma natural prairies.
Pour specimens were collected from June 2 to August 2k (table 18),
Chrysolina auripenni3 (Say). This is a very beautiful, shining,
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golden green species of medium size. Bl<-.tchley (1910) quoted Linell
as giving the range from Texas to Nebraska. Blatchley added Indiana
and stated that £. auripennia occurs in sand dune regions, usually
about prickly pear cactus, Douglas (1929) recorded this species from
Riley County, Kansas. Walkden and Wilbur (19^) collected one specimen
of C. auripennis fro::: native hay in September by using burlap traps.
Three specimens were collected during this study on June 11
and September 15 (table 19 )«
Lema trilineata complex. These specimens will be considered
as L. trilineata , for much of the literature on L, trilineata may
also include the species collected during this study. Lema trilineata
is the three-lined potato beetle which is common in the United States,
Beutenmuller (1890) reported Datura elrainonium and Phy3alis as
hosts and Wilcox (195*0 reported L. trilineata throughout Ohio on
Solanaceous plants.
June 2, July 22, and September 11 were the dates of collection
during this study (table 19 )•
Myochrous 3cuamosus Lee. This species was reported by Webster
(1913) to range from northern Arizona and Hew Mexico to the Platts
River in Nebraska and northwest into Montana.
The southern corn leaf-beetle (M. denticollis ) . a serious peat
of corn in the Mississippi River water shed region, overwinters as
adults in protected places such as clumps of grass Kelley (1915).
Myochrous squamosus probably acts similarly.
Douglas (1929) reported M» squamosus in Kansas during June.
During this study adults were collected May 25 to June 23 (table 19).
Trirhabda boreal is indi; optera Blake. This large chrysomelid
is dull colored, with a yellow stripe on each elytra. Only two
specimens were collected during this stud/, June 2} and July 7
(table 20).
Acalymma vittata (Fab.). The striped cucumber beetle, is
discussed by Houser and Balduf (1929) as occurring in $k of the k&
states of the United States. It has two generations per year in
Ohio, the adults of one overwinter. The adults are a serious
pest of cucumbers and the larvae do costly damage to corn roots each
year. This species is known to feed on over sixty different plants.
Smith (l9^0b) in discussing succession on abandoned eroded farm-
land stated that A. vittata was collected in midseral stages and in
climax prairie more than in prairies that are just starting toward
the climax*
Only one specimen was collected during this study which involved
near climax land indicating that this species does not move into
native grasslands in this region.
Chlamisus sp. This case bearing genus, was represented by one
specimen collected August 2k, 1959 (table 20). This genus is referred
to by Morgan and Maxwell (1953) &s a pest of strawberries in Canada.
The larvae and adults both cause damage to plants in May, June, and
July. The adults overwinter and emerge in the spring to feed on straw-
berry, blackberry, blueberry, and huckleberry plants.
Diabrotica lon/dcorajs (Say). The green northern corn rootworm,
was reported by Schwitagebel and Wilbur (l^tft) to occur on Vernonia
interior obtained from grassland habitats. This corn rootworm is
distributed (Webster, 191?) from Nova Scotia southward to Alabama
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and Mexico then westward to Minnesota, South Dakota, and Southern
New Mexico.
This species contrary to its common name is a general feeder
on many plants, but it has received most attention for the damage
it has done to curcurbits and corn.
Microrhopala cyania (Say). McCauley (1938) stated that this
central states inhabitant, occurs in Utah, Arizona, and Kansas.
The larr; e of this genus are leaf miners which seem to be limited to
compositae plants as adults*
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summary
During 1958 and 1959* chrysomelids were collected in a bluestem
prairie near Manhattan, Kansas* The more abundant species collected
(those contributing over 100 specimens) in decending order werei
Paria thoracica
Diabrotica umlecjapunctata howardi
Galerucella no tul a ta
Pachybrachis spp.
Zygospila suturalis casta
Pachybrachis othonus
Chrysodina globosa
Pachybrachis a a to lyeus
Nodonota tristis
Galerucella asiericana
Altica foliaceae
Systena hudaoniaa
Galerucella cribrata
Luperode3 sp.
Diabrotica atripennis
Saxinus oraogera
Paria thoracica feeds mainly on goldenrod and occurred from
May 23 to September 11, which correlated with the presence of golden-
rod. In the clay upland sites, where 60 per cent of the goldenrod
was counted, 62 per cent of the adults were collected.
Diabrotica undeeJGipunctata howardi was abundant during September
and was collected May 16 to October 22. This general feeder apparently
has one generation per year.
Galerucella no tulata reacted to the presence of ragweed with
a one year delay in population increase following an increase in
plant populations, indicating that the adult population depended
on the supply of food available to the larvae the previous year.
There seemed to be two or more generations per year as the adults
were collected from May 13 to October 29, with peaks during June
and August.
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Pachybrachi3 spp. consisted of several species, probably five
or more, which were not identified. Sven though many species were
represented, 66 per cent of the adults collected during 1959 came
from one third of the area studied.
Zygospila suturalis var. casta occurred predominately in clay
upland sites in 1959 which was parallel with the occurrence of
Ambrosia and Solida,;o . August was the month of abundance, and May 15
to October 15 was the period of occurrence.
Pachybrachis o thonus was collect. d from May 16 to August 11,
being most abundant during June.
Chrysodina globosa was collected from Mc.y 5 to August 18, with
the majority of the adults occurring in May and June. One generation
per year is apparent for this species.
Pachybrachis autolycus had one generation per year from May 16
to July 29. It is reported to be a general feeder, but this study
indicated a possible host plant relationship in the limestone break
sites.
Sodonota tri3tis was most abundant during June. It occurred
from June 2 to July 22, which is a relatively short adult life.
Galerucella americana 3howed peaks in June and in August,
indicating tv.o generations per year. Adults of this general feeder
were collected from May 5 to October 22.
Altlca foliaceae probably fed on Oenothera and had one gener-
ation per year as does the grape flea beetle, a close relative. It
was collected from May 15 to October 8, being abundant during July.
Systena hudsonias occurred from May 15 to August V, being most
abundant in June, indicating one generation per year.
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Galerucella cribrata occurred from May 8 to October 15 and
was most common in mid-June.
Luperortes sp. was oollected from Au-ust 2k to October 15 and
was coamon during September.
Diabrotica atrioennis was collected from May 25 to July 28.
Saxlnus omovers occurred from May 16 to July lk t being most
common during June.
The first and last datesj of collection for the other species
werei
Species
Maecolaspis flavida
Cosciiiopt ra axillaris
Cosciroptera dorinicana
Msonycha ad.r.irabilie and
D. leptolineata tfexana
Cryptocephalus venustu3
i'achybrnchis pubescens
Bassareus lituratus var, recurvus
Graphops simpler
i
raecolaspis favosa
Dison^cha triangularis
Phyllecthris parallelus
Oedionychis texanus
Oedionychis thyamoictes
Fachybrcchia hepaticus
Phyllecthris gentilis var. nigripennis
Exema sp.
Lena sp. near coloradensjs
Monoxia sp.
Anisostena ni^rita
Cryp to c ephalu3 sp. near oonfluens
Graphops varians
Phyllobrotica decorata
Maecolaspis sp. prob. lata
Trirhabda canadensis
Nodonota puncticollis
Zygospila disrupta
Chrysolina auripennis
Lema trilineata complex
Myochrous squamosus
Collection dates
First Last
June 2 August 11
May 15 August 3
May 8 July 1
m 25 October 8
June 17 August 2k
May 8 July 1
May 15 July 7
May 15 September 28
June 9 July Ik
June 3 July 7
June 17 Augus t 17
May 25 September 18
May 16 July 29
June 3 September 11
May 5 June 17
June 9 September 15
May 9 AugUBt 3
June 3 Augus t 2
May 15 August 17
May 25 June 17
July 22 October 1
May 25 June 3
July 3 September 2k
June 23 Augus t k
June 9 August 18
June 2 Augus t 2k
June 11 September 15
June 2 September 11
May 25 June 23
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Other species contributing two or less specimens were*
Trirhabda borealis var. indigo ptera
Acalymma vittate
Chlanisus sp.
Diii.brotica lon^icornis
Mlcrorhopala cyanea
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There are many publications concerned with Chrysomelidae taxonomy
and with the economic species of this family such as the corn root-
worms. However, few studies have been made on the seasonal occurrence
of leaf beetles found in grasslands. This study is concerned with
the seasonal occurrence of chrysomelid beetles found in bluestem
pastures near Manhattan, Kansas during 1958 and 1959*
Occurrence of the leaf beetles in relation to pasture treatments
and range sites is reported with the hope of aiding future research.
This information helped to correlate beetle abundance with plant
occurrence in specific areas.
Pari?, thoraoica was abundant in clay sites in correlation with
the occurrence of goldenrod ( Solida^o ) in the same area, fiagweed
( Ambrosia ) wa. nearly twice as common in 1958 as 1957 or 1959?
this apparently allowed a build up of Galerucella notulata larvae
in 1958, As a result adults collected in 1959 far exceeded the
number collected in 1958. Pachybrachis spp, occurred predominately
in the lightly grazed pasture (66 per cent of the total), and the
moderately grazed pasture (27 per cent of the total) leaving only
seven per cent from the other seven pastures.
The first and last dates of collection, and the month of pear
population for the most prevalent species werei
Species
Paria thoracica
Diabrotica undecimpunc tata howardi
Galerucella notulata
Pachybrachis spp,
Zygospila suturalis caata
Pachybrachis o thonus
Collec tion dates Peak
First Last Month
May 2J Sept. 11 June
May 16 Oct. 22 Sept.
May 15 Oct. 29 June
May 5 Sept. 2k June
May 15 Oct. 15 Aug.
May 16 Aug. 11 June
Species
Chr.ysodina /^lobosa
Pachybrachis autolycus
No donota tristis
Galerucella aiaericana
Altlca foliaceae
Sys tena hudsonias
Galerue ella cribrata
Luperodes sp«
Dlabrotica atripennis
Saxinus omogera
Thirty-five other species were represented in this study, but
by relatively few specimens.
Co llection dates Peak
First Las t Month
May 5 Aug. 18 May
May 16 July 29 June
June 2 July 22 June
ftj 5 Oct. 22 June &
Aug.
May 15 Oct. 6 July
May 15 Aug. ** June
May 8 Oct. 15 June
Aug. ?A Oct. 15 Sept.
May 25 July 28 June &
July
May 16 July Ik June
